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ABSTRACT: The goal is to produce reliable Total Electron Content (TEC) data taking consideration of outliers, cycle
slips, and selective availability. For TEC data, satellite locations as well as receiver location are of great importance in
order to calculate the pseudo range (PRN) data and carrier phase (CPH) data which helps to calculate and reduce
ionospheric delay. Global Positioning System (GPS) does not meet the basic requirements which are needed in aviation
industry. To meet the requirement of higher accuracy, satellite based augmentation system (SBAS) has been set up by
different countries including USA, Europe, Japan and India. GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) is named
for the Indian SBAS. Calculated TEC data using GPS data would feed to GAGAN/SBAS in order to increase the
accuracy in positioning. TEC results for GPS receiver at Kolkata (latitude, longitude) (22.594698°N, 88.419968°E).

Keywords- GPS, GAGAN, Cycle slip, Total Electron Content, Carrier Smoothing, C++ implementation, GPS signals,

1. INTRODUCTION
The Global Positioning System (GPS) signal transmitted by satellite is received by the receiver over the earth
surface. During the transmission, the signal gets distorted due to the presence of artificial noises as well as
natural noises. One of the major factors of the noise is Ionosphere. Ionosphere spans over 50 km to 1000 km
above the earth’s surface. It is the uppermost layer of earth’s atmosphere which is made up of free electrons
and positively charged ions. Free electrons are formed due the excitation of atoms in the presence of
ultraviolet rays coming from sun. These electrons affect the speed of electromagnetic waves which are
traveling through the ionosphere. The GPS signals are broadcasted at two L band frequencies namely L1
(1.57542 GHz) and L2 (1.22760 GHz) respectively. By utilizing dual frequency technique, the ionospheric
delay can be deduced which means that the time shift caused by the ionosphere can be minimized. This delay
adds up in the overall time taken by the GPS signal which is transmitted from satellite to receiver. With the
help of GPS measurements, variation in ionosphere during days, years, and seasons and over different
geographical regions can be noticed. But the propagation delay at L1 itself is typically of the order 30-80
meters over Indian region.

The scope of this paper is to determine ionosphere variation which is measured in the units of TECU (1
TECU= 1016 electrons per square meter (el/m2)) over a particular line of sight. The algorithm used in this
paper are able to extract slant TEC (sTEC) as well as vertical TEC (vTEC) and can be coded in any language
either it can be Python, C++ or Java. As ionosphere is a dispersive medium for radio waves. Hence, L1 and L2
frequency will have different effects which will be an advantage in order to calculate and minimize the overall
ionospheric delay through a linear combination of L1 and L2 measurements.

2. METHOD TO CALCULATE TEC USING GPS
Data collected from GPS receiver stores in the format which is Receiver Independent Exchange Format
(RINEX) files. It is a standard format that allows managing results from receiver and can be used in various
applications. RINEX file has Observation file which records carrier phase measurement and pseudo-range
measurement; and Navigation message file which contains the ephemeris data for each visible satellite
respectively.
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A dual frequency GPS receiver measures the difference of the ionospheric delay between L1 and L2 GPS
frequencies. The dual frequency GPS code and carrier phase measurements in meters can be described by the
following equations (subscript i=1, 2, refers to GPS frequencies f1 and f2).

= + − ) + + + − + ( ) (1)= + ( − ) + − + − + + ( ) (2)

where:

is the true geometric range (m);

c is the speed of light (m/s);

dtu,,dts are the receiver and satellite clock offsets, respectively (s);

TD is the tropospheric delay (m);

Ii is the ionospheric delay (m);

SBP,L and RBP,L are the satellite and receiver instrument group delay biases at frequency fi, respectively (m);

i is carrier wavelength at frequency fi (m);

Ni is the carrier phase integer ambiguity (cycles);

(.) includes measurement noise and multipath error (m).

The slant absolute TEC (SATEC) and slant relative TEC (SRTEC) parameters can be determined using
equation as:= . ∗ ∗ ∆ (3)= . ∗ ∆∅ (4)

where 40.3 is a constant (m3/s2), c=2.998*108 (m/s), m= f1/f2=1.2833, f1=1.575 GHz, f2=1.22760 GHz. The
dual frequency GPS technique utilizes the differential group delay ( ∆ = ∆ − ∆ ) and
differential carrier phase ( ∆∅ = ∆∅ − ∆∅ in cycles). P1 and P2 are the pseudo-ranges measured in L1 and
L2. The method of using differential carrier phase measurements gives a more precise evaluation of TEC
parameter, but the number of phase cycles is not known. Therefore precise TEC can be determined by using

DATA GPS (Data Collection)
by GPS Receiver

RINEX Format (Select the
appropriate RINEX data file)

TEC Calculation (Calculate TECs and
TECv using C++ Programming)

Result (vertical TEC v/s Time)

Data Analysis

Figure 1: TEC calculation using GPS
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SATEC as well as SRTEC which are defined as in equation 3 and 4 respectively. As SATEC and SRTEC
gives data regarding slant absolute TEC and hence calculation are performed to calculate vertical TEC too.
Data collected by receiver was within the Indian region so analysis has been done with respect to the TEC plot
generated in different regions of India.

3. FLOW CHART OF TEC PROCESSING
Figure 2 depicts the different steps which were used to derive the TEC. RINEX file contains navigation
message file, observation file, and satellite and receiver bias data. Navigation file have the ephemeris data
which determines the azimuth and elevation angles. Observation file contains the pseudo-range and carrier
phase data which were further used to calculate the absolute TEC and relative TEC. Pseudo-range itself is not
accurate for calculating the range between satellite and receiver similarly carrier phase is smooth but due to
the ambiguities it is impossible to use it directly. So leveling or carrier smoothing operation was performed in
order to remove the errors from pseudo-range and to calculate vertical and slant TEC.

4. STEPS TO MEASURE EFFECTIVE TEC
4.1. EFFECT OF ELEVATION ANGLE
The TEC measurements obtained from dual frequency GPS receivers are one of the most important methods
of investigating the Earth’s ionosphere. The TEC itself is hard to accurately determine from the slant TEC
because this depend on the sunspot activity, seasonal, diurnal and spatial variations and the line of sight which
includes knowledge of the elevation and azimuth of the satellite. Three sets of data are available to determine
position and velocity vectors of the satellites in a terrestrial reference frame at any instant: almanac data,
broadcast ephemerides and precise ephemerides. The data differ in accuracy. Observation file contains

Start

GPS Data
(RINEX)

Check RINEX File
(Nav. and Obs. file)

Error

Read Navigation
File

Carrier Smoothing

Read Observation
Data

Calculate Elevation
Angle

End

TECv Obtained

Yes

No

Figure 2: Flow chart for TEC calculation
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broadcast ephemerides which are based on observations at the monitor stations of the respective control
segment. Essentially, the ephemerides contain records with general information, records with orbital
information, and records with information on the satellite clock. The orbital information is provided in the
form of Keplerian parameters together with their temporal variations.

Table 1: Broadcast Ephemerides (GPS)

Parameter Explanation

ID

WEEK

Satellite Number

Current GPS Week

√

0

Ω̇,
,
,

Ephemerides reference epoch

Square root of semi major axis in √
Eccentricity

Mean anomaly at reference epoch

Argument of perigee

Inclination

Longitude of the node at weekly epoch t0.

Mean motion difference

Right of inclination angle

Rate of node’s right ascension
Correction coefficients (argument of perigee)

Correction coefficients (geometric distance)

Correction coefficients (inclination)

Satellite clock reference epoch

Satellite clock offset

Satellite clock drift coefficient

Satellite clock frequency drift coefficient

These ephemerides are regularly updated and should only be used during a specified time interval. These
ephemerides along with the satellite coordinate computation helps in finding the elevation and azimuth angles
at different epochs which ultimately show the satellite direction in the atmosphere such that lower elevation
signal can be neglected as at lower angle multipath generally occurs which can damage the ranges. TEC
measurements are taken from different GPS satellite observed at arbitrary elevation angles. This causes the
GPS signals to cross largely different portion of the ionosphere.
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Figure 3: Ionospheric Single Model (SLM)
Generally acceptable elevation angle is greater than 100 to 150 degrees respectively. The TECs values usually
converted to TECv values using a simple mapping function and were associated to an Ionospheric pierce point
(IPP) latitude and longitude, assuming the ionosphere to be compressed into a thin shell at the peak
Ionospheric height of 350 Km as illustrated in Figure 3. The thin layer model used in GPS has deficiencies
which come from in appropriate attribution of the thin shell height.  This conversion from TECs to TECv
introduces a few errors in the middle latitude where electron density is small. Usually, the Ionospheric delay
resulting from observation noises, less than 1TECU, is omitted.= (cos ′) (5)

Where TECs is the value of slant TEC. Angle ′ is the difference between 90° and zenith angle (90° − ).sin ′ = sin (6)

Here, hm, in general the value is taken as the height corresponding to the maximum electron density. For low
elevation angles slant TEC can reach until 3 times the value of TEC at zenith.

4.2. CALCULATE ABSOLUTE TEC USING PSEUDO-RANGE DATA
Pseudo-range is the distance between the satellite and receiver, given their position information. It is called
pseudo because satellite is in motion and signal has to travel from different conditions of atmosphere which
adds up the noises in the original signal which will vary the distance between satellite and receiver.  As speed
of light is 3x108 m/sec and L band frequency is 1 GHz then with a delay of 1ns of signal, the distance between
satellite and receiver will vary by 30 cm. So, the formula to calculate TEC using pseudo range using equation
3 and 4 is= 2.852 ∗ ∆ (7)

where ∆ = −
P2 and P1 are the measured group paths (m) on ( ) .

4.3. CALCULATE RELATIVE TEC USING CARRIER PHASE DATA
Apart from pseudo-ranges, GPS signal travels in sinusoidal form which means that signal reaches the receiver
by making N number of cycles. So, the total distance traveled by L band signal is N11 and N22, where N1

and N2 are the number of cycles made by L1 and L2 signal and 1 and 2 are the respective wavelengths. The
influence of anti spoofing and multipath are much less over carrier phase measurement. Hence, carrier phase
measurement is used for high precision TEC.= 2.324 ∗ ∆∅ (8)

where ∆∅ = ∅ − ∅∅ ∅ are the measured carrier phase advance cycles on L1 and L2 frequencies respectively. Due to the
presence of ambiguities in carrier phase, it is not preferred to use the measurement independently in order to
calculate TEC. It is important to mention that cycle slip may occur due to the natural or artificial disturbances
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which lead to delay in arriving of the carrier phase.  But, the controlled nature of carrier phase can be used to
minimize the noise in pseudo-ranges.

4.4. CALCULATE TEC BY CARRIER SMOOTHING PROCSS
GPS receivers provide diverse measurements which can be used to improve the positional accuracy and fault
detection. The pseudo-range and carrier phase measured by a single frequency are contaminated by a variety
of error sources including thermal noise, satellite orientation error, Ionospheric and Tropospheric delays and
multipath disturbances. The main objective of carrier smoothing is to “average out” large random errors on
code measurements by using much-less-noisy carrier measurements as aiding information. The goal of carrier
smoothing is to produce a pseudo-range measurement with code tracking noise and multipath suppressed.
Technique implemented to reduce the errors in pseudo-range is Arithmetic Mean Fit (AMF).

 Take average of whole samples present at all epochs for carrier phase measurement data.

 If there is a loss of lock (cycle slip) occur then restart the averaging such that when receiver again
locks the signal, it does not affect the previous samples average.

 It should be noticeable that if minimum 15 epoch sample have to be available for averaging.= ∑ (9)

 Add the average in pseudo-range measurement for the same epochs.

 Continue with the above steps till the observation file data for each satellites ends.

 Final values after adding up the average value is the carrier smoothed value and this technique is
known as Arithmetic Mean Fit (AMF).

4.5. DETERMINE CYCLE SLIP IN CARRIER PHASE DATA
Cycle slip is a sudden integer number of cycles jump in the carrier phase observable, caused by the loss of
lock of the receiver phase lock loops. Carrier phase data from the GPS have been used in recent years to
measure regional scale geodetic networks with sub-centimeter precision. A prerequisite to such high precision
is the reliable detection of and, where possible, correction of integer discontinuities (cycle slips) in the carrier
phase data, caused by receivers losing lock on GPS signals. The technique used here will edit the data related
to outliers and cycle slip.

A cycle slip in L1, denoted as ∆n1, is defined as an integer discontinuity in the value of b1, and similarly for
∆n2. Thus a cycle slip in dual frequency can be described by the expression

(∆n1, ∆n2) = ( ′ − , ′ − ,) (10)

where ′ ′ are the new values of the phase biases after the cycle slip. Most often, cycle slips occur
concurrently and differently channels, so that non-zero values of ∆n1 and ∆n2 must be
independently detectable.

I. The Wide Lane Combination
Estimating cycle slip parameters without using the real range between satellite and receiver assures that the
data editing algorithm will be insensitive to clock instability, selective availability and receiver-satellite
kinematics.
The wide-lane phase combination Φ = Φ − Φ can be adequately fit using pseudo-range data of the quality
produced. The wide-lane delay can be written as:

= −Φ = (11)

where the wide-lane wavelength = ≅ 86.2
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To solve for wide-lane cycle slips the following pseudo-range combination is subtracted from .= (12)

From equations (8) and (9),= 1/ ( − ) (13)

II. Algorithm Description for detecting cycle slip
The detection is based on a real-time computation of mean and sigma values of the measurement test data. A
cycle-slip is declared when a measurement differs from the mean bias value over a predefined number of
standard deviations (SBW) thresholds.

Input Data: combination bδof code carrier phase.

Output satellite: (PRN), time, cycle-slip flag

For each epoch (k)

For each tracked satellite (s)

 Declare cycle-slip when data hole greater than ∆ (e.g., 60s)
 If no data hole larger than ∆ , thence:
 Compare the measurement (s; k) at the epoch k with the mean bias ( ; − 1) computed from
the previous values. If the discrepancy is over a ℎ ℎ = ∗ (e.g. = 4), declare cycle-
slip. That is:

If | (s; k) − ( ; − 1)| > ( ; − 1)
Thence, cycle slip

 Update the mean and sigma values according to the equations:( ; ) = ( ; − 1) + (s; k)( ; ) = ( ; − 1) + (s; k) − ( ; − 1) (14)

 Note the S is initialized with a priori S = λδ/2
 Reset the algorithm after cycle slip

End

End

5. RESULTS

Figure 4: TEC plot for satellite 1
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Figure 4 is a plot between TECU v/s Time in hours (GMT). This plot is specifically shows the satellite
number 1 data. It depicts 3 TEC plots.

1. Purple points in the plot shows the slant absolute TEC values which are abrupt in nature. It contains error
which has to be reduced.

2. Green points show the carrier phase measurement data which is smooth due to less errors as this depicts
the distance covered in terms of number of cycles. This is used to minimize the abrupt nature of pseudo-
range.

3. Sky blue plot shows the carrier smoothed data which shows the new pseudo-range with fewer errors.

Figure 5 plot is between TECU and Time in (GMT). It contains different color plots which indicates the TEC
data calculated by combining all data recorded in the RINEX file. As the plot depicts the rise in TECU value
which means that when the sun is at zenith point, it’s affect on ionosphere is maximum hence, maximum
electron content is present. According to GMT time, TECU is maximum between 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM which
is equivalent to 1:30 PM to 2:30 PM.

Figure 5: Final slant TEC plot

6. CONCLUSION
This survey paper evaluated the technique for processing TEC which utilize different steps in order to rectify
pseudo-range. We used the dual frequency technique for obtaining slant and vertical TEC. For dual frequency,
GPS carrier phase derived TEC provides a smooth but relative measurement of ionospheric TEC; while code
derived TEC provides a noisy but absolute measurement. To mitigate inherent fluctuations in pseudo-range
due to bandwidth limited precision, receiver noise, cycle slip, multipath etc, Leveling Process (Carrier
Smoothing Process) was applied to reduce the carrier phase ambiguities from the data. As a result remaining
noise is discarded.
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Considering the variability of the ionosphere in the equatorial region, it is recommended to analyze other
mapping functions to project the line-of-sight ionosphere delay into the vertical used in the proposed
approach.
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